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5THFREEDOM
A PUBLICATION FOR THE BUFFALO GAY COMMUNITY JUNE 1983 FREE
"The Freedom fo love whomever and however we want"
WGR-AM Airs Second Anti-Gay Program
t> y H & n f or d S c a. r 1 Jr
For the second time in one month, WGR-AM Radio
aired another homophobic program via EXTENSION 55, a
local call-in show hosted by admitted, anti-gay broadcaster
John Otto.
The latest, bigoted showcase with the advertised
theme, "What To Do When Homosexuality Hits The Family,"
aired May 22 for four hours with Dr. Arroand DiFrancesco
during the first two hours, 10 PM to midnight.
Dr. DiFrancesco, a consulting psychiatrist to the
Diocese of Euffalo and a member of the conservative group.
Morality in Media, claimed during his segment to have
counseled The Mattachine Society of the Niagara Frontier,
Inc., and treated many maladjusted gay patients.
However, Dr. James Haynes, an original member of
the 13 year old Mattachine Society, and head of its Health
Committee, denied the doctor's claim to be affiliated with
the Buffalo Mattachine group'whatsoever at any time
"Dr. DiFrancesco seems to be ignoring the
recommendation of the American Psychiatric Association
concerning homosexuality. They removed it from their list
of psychiatric disorders in 1973. John Otto seems to enjoy
beating the anti-gay drum on his shows, raising the
anxieties of those who are afraid of homosexual behavior."
In the first half hour, the doctor called "arrested
psycho-sexual development," a long-outdated theory
amongst modern researchers, as the "cause" for
homosexuality, and yet continually tagged gays as "true
inverts, deviants, abnormal, and handicapped "As the program progressed, with the majority of the
Iβ callers expressing pro-gay positions, Dr. DiFrancesc o's
once-strident criticism shifted into benign tolerance and heasked for Christian understanding of Gay's constitutional
rights.
This unexpected turn-of- events and the guest'ssudden about-face towards moderation even caught the
baiting John Otto by surprise. He continually
interspersed his deliberate confusion of bestiality and
homosexuality.
In one of several, blatant errors, the doctor denied
any long-lasting gay behavior in animals of any kind,
ignoring evidence cited by Time Magazine about bonding in
numerous mammal populations, including porpoises snd
seagulls.
"Homosexual behavior has been well documented in
everything from lizards through primates. There seems to
be no question that it occurs in many parts oi the animal
kingdom," said Dr. Haynes, the chairman of the Biology
Department of Buffalo State College.
Dr. DiFrancesco also reinforced the old stereotypes
about most gays being suicidal, promiscuous, and stealing
each others' lovers. He added that few, if any gay
relationships were long-lasting and meaningful.
Otto, who refused to divulge his guest's credentials
or medical background, constantly ranted about his
numerous solicitations by people, "that way" whenever in
Washington, D.C. He spoke of his open "utter disgust"
when approached after his stint in the "deviant-free Navy"
upon returning nome to Buffalo.
So shaken by finding "them at home," Otto
contemplated walking into the Niagara River.
The broadcaster continued his tirade, dredging up
disproven child-molestmg myths, encouraged by Dr.
DiFrancesco's remarks about "chicken hawks" and his
self-serving approach that all gays seek professional help
The doctor repeated comments about lust, steam
baths, YD, and psychological problems while Otto objected
to the incorrect use of "physical architecture" by gays and
the "contaminant of homosexuality."
Openly and vigorously against any civil rights
legislation for gays in housing and/or employment, Otto
dismissed callers' comparisons to the civil rights movement
of Blacks. Although he tried to pit gays against other
minorities by stating that other minorities do not support
gay rights, when confronted by the fact that Buffalo
Assemblyman Arthur Eve voted for the recent gay rights bill
in Albany, Otto had no reply.
During the broadcast, spokespersons from the
following Buffalo gay groups called: Mattachine, Gay
Professionals, Parents and Friends of Gays, Affirmation: Gay
and Lesbian Mormons -- New York/Ontario Chapter, theFIFTH FREEDOM, the Gay and Lesbian Community Center, and
the Metropolitan Community Church.
Fortunately FIFTH FREEDOM Editor Val Eastman
alerted several representatives from numerous groups so the
program was closely monitored and challenged.
One Allentown, straight woman called to tell Otto
she was grateful for a gay friend who saved her from being
"accosted by vulgar, straight guys on the street." An
elderly man, not pro-gay, asked for understanding for the
plight of gays and challenged Otto's often contradictory
argumentative pattern. Out of 18 calls aired during the
program, EXTENSION 55, only three were openly anti-gay incontent.
Not-to-be outdone by the pro-gay calls, Otto
concluded by saying that gay men hugging is an "artificial
and vulgar embrace," and that at "2 AM the whole subject
gives mc the willies and creeps."
This Sunday night show was a follow-up to Otto's
similar abuse of the airways May 2nd, when he interviewed
State Assemblyman William Passanante, 6Jst District (D )
from New York City, about the then pending pro-gay civil
rights bill in Albany which was later defeated by 19 votes,
the least so far. Passanante was a sponsor of the bill
VGF-AM Radio Vice President and General Manager
John Seller dismissed "only two responses" to the May 2
show as indicative of acceptance and ambivalence on the
part of the Buffalo and Southern Ontario gay communities.
In a letter to Edward Taussig, Soller said, "I must
assume with a program that reaches over a million persons
on a weekly basis, two complaints do not warrant anything
more than this letter of acknowledgement "Soller also defended Otto's skills as an interviewer
and responsible journalist, citing high ratings as evidence
of the far-flung, demographic appeal of EXTENSION 55. He
refused to consider Otto's similar controversial approach
during Gay Pride Fest '81.
That program included two gay representatives as
guests and featured Otto's bigoted and prejudiced attitudes,
encouraging ant i - gay calls and rhetoric According toSoller, who recently became Vice President and General
Manager of VGR-AM, that show was "history."
At that time, Taft Broadcasting officials in Buffalo
met with several concerned spokespersons of the gay
communityin response to complaints about Otto filed with
the Federal Communications Commission. Refusing equal
time status but silencing Otto during the meeting, the Taft
officials promised to be more sensitized to the plight of
gay civil rights.
On the eve of Gay Pride Fest '83, perhaps WGR-AM
officials should again meet with highly-concerned
spokespersons of the Buffalo and Southern JDntaric gay
communities.
Gay Pride Fest '83
DON'T MISS the remainder of Gay Pride Fest
•83» which is underway during the first half of
June. The Community Calendar on pa.ge 6 of this
issue contains a complete listing of events and
workshops. The May issue of the FIFTH FREEDOM
included full details and descriptions of each
happening. (A few copies are still available at
the GLCC or perhaps at your favorite bar.)
The second week-end in June includes not
only the annual Gay Pride Picnic (see details on
page 7). but also a Friday evening workshop by
William Gardner about "Criminal Law and the Gay
Lifestyle." The presentation will be. followed
by an informal wine and cheese reception. On
Saturday evening local gay and lesbian poets
will be reading and discussing their poetry.
During the week, workshops will be held on
a variety of topics including: the AIDS epidem-
ic; being gay-identified and Catholic; gay par-
enting and donor insemination; themes in women's
music; and the Bible and homosexuality. Rela-
tives and Friends of Gays will, celebrate their
first anniversary, and the Women's Dance Coali*
tion is holding its first all-women dance for
1983 at the close of Gay Pride Fest.
The Gay Alliance of the Genesee Valley also
jaxtends an open invitation to their 4th Annual
Gay Prom on June 17. Admission is $7i there
will be live music, the location is Dandrea's
Party House, 1713 Lyell Aye, off Rt. 390,
Rochester.
Editorial
Speaking Out With Gay Pride
As we know all too well, the climate of
opinion in the Buffalo area has never respected the
rights of gay men and lesbians even to the extent
that eXists elsewhere in the United States. It is all
the more important for those who do not fear that
atmosphere to speak out whenever the occasion
arises, not only on their own behalf but also on
behalf of the many closeted gays whose courage to
be open in their personal identities is under
constant assault by the negative treatment of gay
issues by area political leaders and the local media.
Unfortunately, most local politicians are
unresponsive to the needs of their gay constituents.That is well illustrated by the stony silence with
which our efforts to discuss the local approach toenforcement of the loitering law with Buffalo Police
Commissioner Cunningham and Distric Attorney
Arcara have been met. It is also evident by the
negative votes of Western New York State Assembly
members with the notable exceptions of William
Hoyt, Arthur Eve. and William Parment (all
Democrats) — on the recent bill to include sexualpreference under the state's civil rights law. In
these political matters, admittedly, we have
ourselves also to blame because gays of the Buffalo
area have not become an effective political force.
On the other hand, those organizations in
the gay community which are willing to come
forward and those few media outlets like the FIFTHFREEDOM which attempt to speak for the gay
community must be alerted whenever issues come to
your attention which involve the gay community. We
do ourselves no good through a conspiracy of
silence.
In that regard, it was encouraging to see
the contrast in gay responses to the two recent
radio programs that dealt with gay-related topics.
On May 2nd, when noted radio homophobe,
John Otto, did a program on the gay civil rights
bill, no gay spokespersons were invited. The
station received two complaints from members of thegay community; both of which received responsesindicating that their complaints were not worthy of
attention since they represented only two voices
against the innumerable thousands who presumably
supported the negative opinions expressed on theprogram. In contrast, on May 22nd, when an Otto
program featured a psychiatrist, with the theme,
"What To Do When Homosexuality Hits The Family,"gay opinions were well represented among thecallers. This is an encouraging sign of a new
willingness to speak out.
While we are not naive enough to believethat such calls are likely to change tJie views of
Otto himself or oi some of the regular listeners to
his program, it is important to continue to provide a
voice for our community on such occasions for two
reasons. One is to reach out to the "silent
majority" of gays who remain closeted, either out of
fear of disclosure or out of their own personal
confusion. For them, we hope that the year ahead
will provide them with the courage to become more
involved with others in the gay world not merely
in a sexual sense but in the larger sense of
participating in the variety of social and
intellectual activities which are now available in the
Buffalo area and which the Cay Pride Fest schedule
has reinforced.
A second reason for continuing to speak out
is the need to impress on the non—gay world thatwe are a presence that we are their sons and
daughters; their fathers and mothers; their brothers
and sisters and that we will not go silently into
the world of the future, accepting the fearful
moralities which have kept us quiet for so long.
In that regard, it is encouraging that one
of the most articulate voices represented on the
Otto program was that of a 20-year old caller who
responded forcefully to many of the points made by
Otto and his guest.
Only by speaking out in this way can the
gay movement assure the non-gay world not only
that it is playing "for real" but also that we are apart of the continuing fabric of American society.
You can speak out by sending a letter on
this matter to any of the following people:
John Soller, Vice President and General Manager,
WGR 55 Radio, 464 Franklin St., Buffalo, NY 14202,<716> 881-4555.
The Taft Broadcasting Company, Dudley S. Taft,
President, 1718 Young St., Cincinnati, OH 45210.
The Federal Communications Commission, Mass Media
Bureau, Washington D.C. 20554.
Interest Groups Needed For Gays
Dear FIFTH FREEDOM Readers
Being alone is hard for anyone, but many times the
loneliness can be changed by meeting others who share
similar interests. Is it possible that the gay community of
the future will provide more ways for people to meet each
other and form stable relationships' I think so. In
observing gay newsletters from various cities, it appears
that many people are forming groups and clubs devoted to
specific and interests. Let mc list some I've found:
Overeaters Anonymous, Republican and Democrat clubs,
run n;ng, bowling; hiking, gardening, skiing, golfing,
horseback riding, motorcycles, holistic health, art,
bicycling, theatre, basketball, racquetball, camping, fishing,
movies and more. Almost any interest group, whether formal
or informal, can be organized.
If you're brave, you can just place an ad in the
gay newsletters stating your desire to meet and know other
gay people interested in, say, coin collecting. If you don't
want your name published, take out a post office box for
responses, or arrange to have them sent to the newsletter,
and ask people to send you their phone numbers. Talk to
the people who respond, and if their interest seems real,
set up a meeting at someone's home or a restaurant to meet
and discuss it further. This may be an easier method of
meeting people with similar interests than searching them
out in the bars or baths, hoping to meet someone to go
golfing with on Saturday morning.
There are many people out there just like you, who
enjoy the same things you do. We already know that good
nutrition, exercise and relaxation techniques are important
for physical and mental health . By the same token,
companionship must also be given priority. Social isolation
and loneliness is a major health problem in the USA today.
Let's change that, for it is not good for people to be
alone. Insurance companies say that single people may not
live as long as those in families or relationships. But the
"single" person, who may not have a lover, but does have a
supportive circle of companions to share pleasures with is
not really single.
Anyone out there for mud wrestling?
In Friendship and Solidarity,
Gary
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During July and August the FIFTH FREEDOM
will be published as a single, combined issue,
to be released on July 22. Monthly publication
will resume in September. Beginning that month
the publication date will be the first of each
month, with the deadline for submitted copy
being the first of the preceding month.
DEADLINE FOR THE JULY/AUGUST ISSUE IS JUNE 26.
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Ignorance Is Bliss
Dear FIFTH FREEDOM Readers:
Florida may have its Anita Bryant, but Buffalo now
has an anti-gay crusader of its very own in the person of
John Otto, the late night talk-show host of radio station
GRSS.
Mr. Otto's long history of hatred towards
"Homothexuals" resurfaced with a vengence twice this
month. The first time was triggered by his shock that the
NYS legislature was trying to pass a gay civil rights bill
without his knowledge. His response was to hold a show on
May 2nd on the issue so he could use his paid position as
talk show host to lobby against the bill. Apparently Mr.
Otto was only allowed to air his views by having a sponsor
of the bill on the show for a while to provide an
appearance of fairness.
The second time was in response to several
complaints about the May 2nd show to the station manager
of GRSS by Gay listeners. A second show was held on May
23rd only 3 weeks later, on the topic of how to deal with a
gay child in the family, presumably to placate the
complainants and to rectify some of their complaints But
this show also turned into a forum for Otto's homophobic
outbursts and rather than an attempt at reconciliation with
the gay community, it was a blatant attempt to antagonise
and anger the gay community and it succeded quite well
Be cistiality, Child Molestation, Tragedy, Deviate,
Contaminant, Abnormal, Artifical, Vulgar, "Gives mc the
Creeps", Perversion - These are the typical epithets one islikely to hear from Mr. Otto when one tunes into one of his
shows dealing with gay issues. A classic case of
homophobia, John Otto proudly proclaims on the air how
little he knows about gay issues, how little he wishes to
know and how worthless he thinks it is to find out - Ifignorance is bliss, then John Otto must be ecstatic.
Like all true zealots, Otto invokes the powers of
religon and "morality", the only recourse of the refugee
from rational thought. Mr. Otto's favorite game is to try to
bait his gay callers into condemning the morality of other
people (e.g. pedophelia, be astiality), thereby leaving the
door open for him to condemn the "immorality" of being
gay. Unfortunately most of the gay callers fell into his
trap. The best ways to deal with such baiting types of
questions is first of all to proclaim them as such and to
complain about the use of such questions, then one can
either refuse to answer the question at all, or one can
answer by saying either that "morality" is a relative and
ambiguous term that is only used by people to rationalize
their own phobias and prejudices; or one can say that
anything which does not harm another person is morally
acceptable. But one should never be led into condemning
the morality of another, for as gay people we must realize
that the struggle for our rights must not be made at the
expense of other peoples. We have known suffering and
pain for too long to subject others to it for our own
personal gain, and we must not let the anti-gay crusaders
goad us into doing so
Otto also tried to drive a wedge between gay-3 and
other minorities fay insinuating that other minorities do not
support Gay rights. In this way and in his baiting questions,
Otto is trying very hard to isolate Gays and o'tiet
minorities, and to turn us against each other. It is time
that we recognized these fascist tactics for what they are
and speak out against those who use them now as others
have before.
Never Again
Edward Taussig
A.I.D.S. Study In Buffalo
by Ross Hewi t t , M . D .
A modest medical investigation concerning AIDS
is being conducted by Dr. Michael J. Tronolone, a physician
training in Allergy and Immunology in association with
Children's Hospital. He has been allocated the funds to
study twenty healthy gay men, with emphasis on a new
technique for isolating white blood cells used to determine
"T-cell ratios." Volunteers, who have been recruited by
word of mouth, have had to fill out a questionnaire,
undergo a physical examination and have blood drawn. Any
abnormal finding will, of course, be passed along to that
volunteer, and further investigation will be done if
necessary.
Gay Men's Health Crisis (GMHC), an organization in
New York City that has evolved as the gay community's
response to the A.IDS. crisis, offers the following advice
to us:
Every gay community must be on the alert that
all studies announced in their area contain the
names of respected gay advisors, in the fields
of science, medicine and epidemiology
Remember you may be getting a free physical
but you are not helping the gay community or
science if the data statistics gathered from
your body are used to propagate meaningless
or frightening or dangerous statistics.
The Mattachine Society, in accord with the above
GMHC recommendation, has voted not to endorse the
participation of Western New York gays in such research
without known gay advisors.
Dr. Tronolone is straight, and not very concerned
about the gay community. "I just want their blood," he
said. "I wouldn't be surprised if the first case of A.I.D.S.
m the Buffalo area occurs in someone who is not gay."
The current study is being funded only by the
Immunology Department at Children's Hospital. There were
no announced gay advisors, either, before volunteers were
recruited.
GMHC also has a Scientific Affairs Review
Committee comprised of gay professionals in research that
will assist other researchers by examining their research
protocol Dr. Tronolone declined this offer, although he
did agree to having a copy of his questionnaire and a
"general description" sent to GMHC.
Dr. Tronolone hopes that a large research proposal,
one that would involve many more Western New York gays,
and based on this smaller effort, can be submitted for
major funding later this year.
A suggestion to thank his volunteers publicly
through an ad in the FIFTH FREEDOM has also not been
acted on I hope that if future research will involve more
volunteers from our gay community, productive dialogue can
be set up between the professional community and the gay
community.
And for those interested in an overview of A.1.D.5.,
a reminder to attend the Gay Pride Fest '83 Workshop, "The
AID S Epidemic: What You Need To Know." It is MONDAY
night, June 6, 7-9 FM, at the Niagara Porter Library's
dovNmstairs meeting room.
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NIGHTS OF OUR LIVES
-a lavender scented soap
Episode Two t>y Marti
Frieda held the car door open for Inez. "Come on,
hurry up would you? We're not going to get a table, and
I'm too old to be on my feet all night."
Inez was putting on her lipstick. "All right, Fred,
all right! Don't you want mc to look pretty?"
"I want you out here!" came the answer. Ines
hurriedly grabbed her coat and locked the door. They
drove to Our Bar in silence.
"It's so nice to be going out," Inez thought. They
walked in, and the barmaid smiled at them. Despite
"Fred's" concern, there were still plenty of seats. They
chose a central table so they could watch everything going
on.
"The crowd here is getting to be all kids," Fred
remarked.
"That's because we're getting older, dear," Inez
pointed out.
"It didn't used to be like this," Fred insisted, "but
then a lot of things have changed here, I guess. It's
getting* to be so confusing these days. Everyone dresses
and acts alike, How do you think we would have fit in?"
"Oh, the same way we did then. We'd come to
drink and dance, and end up falling in love. Not
everything has changed. Look at those two lovebirds over
there." She was speaking of Eve and Doris, two beautiful
young women who only had eyes for each other on the
crowded dance floor. The disco lights shined off their
dark skin as their arms entwined around each other.
"Yeah, that's nice," Fred agreed.
"Did I tell you I talked to Hilda?" Inez asked.
"She said she might stop by for a drink. That's okay, isn't
it?"
"Sure, I don't care." Fred had to raise her voice
to cover some outside traffic noises. "It's good to see old
familiar faces. Maybe that's her now." They both turned
toward the door, but instead of their friend, a large group
of women entered. Most of them were wearing leather
jackets, and it seemed that they were already drunk.
"They must have come on bikes," Fred noted.
"What a bunch of rowdies!" Inez added. Neither of
them noticed a single woman enter a few minutes later.
It was Beth. She was determined to have a better
time tonight than she did last week. If nobody would talk
to her, she'd have to start acting fHendlier. Approaching
the bar, she had to wait quite a while until the big crowd
was all served and left for the other side near the pool
table.
Candy was at the bar also, talking to an old on and
off friend Sheila. Lovers were never a problem for Candy,
but when it came to friends, she was usually at a loss.
"You still watch for her, don't you?" Amy asked
Jan. They were sitting near the dance floor, but if Jan
turned half-way around, she could see who was at the bar
as well.
"Watch who?" Jan innocently asked.
"You know darn well who, that sexpot Cotton Candy
ever there!" said Amy fiercely.
"Oh, lay off. I look at everybody -- and so doyou. Come on, I got a better idea. Let's dance."
"Okay, let's," Amy answered.
They walked onto the dance floor, but stopped dead
when they heard the sharp crack of a breaking pool cue.
Two of the bikers started punching each other, and, within
seconds, all of them got involved in the fracas. Curses and
punches flew in all directions! Somebody threw someone
else against the mirror and cracked it. Those lucky enough
to have seats quickly scurried under the tables. A few
tried to leave, while some ran to get a better look. One of
the smaller gang members climbed up on a table and dumped
a pitcher of beer over a larger one. Then she hightailed
it out the back door with two of them chasing her. The
flashing lights and loud music seemed to match the growing
frenzy.
"Do something, Terry!" a voice cried out; but the
barmaid was at a loss . How could she try to hustle all of
them out the door? There was only one choice, however
much she dreaded it. Her hand went to the phone.
Poor Beth was gripping her glass so hard it was a
wonder it didn't break. Inez had to hold Fred back as she
tried hard to get into the action. Jan and Amy made for
the door just as the big slate pool table hit the floor. Eve
and Doris held each other tight — too afraid to move.Three minutes later the police came. They muscled
their way past the onlookers. "Alright you dykes, break it
up!" they ordered. Most of the crowd was now frantically
trying to leave. There was no telling if all of them would
be taken in or not, but nobody was going to stick around
and find out!
Beth didn't stop running until she was safely inside
her car with the doors locked. Then she cried. "I'm never
going back, I swear it! That's not mc. I don't want to be
like that," she sobbed. "Oh, what am I going to do? I
don't fit in anywhere."
She started her car and headed dismally, home.
Next episode: News of the fight spreads through
the community and Beth meets someone special.
Crossroads Grand Opening
toy Joe ScKuder II
A fresh-looking, nattily-dressed crowd of more than
150 joined Darwin McKinney and his staff on May 4th in
celebrating the grand opening of Crossroads. Located at
the corner of Allen and Delaware in the heart of Buffalo,?
Allentown district, Crossroads is Buffalo's newest Gay Bar.
Beginning with hot and cold hors d'oeuvres at
seven in the evening and followed by a varied and well
cooked buffet, the food and fun-filled evening went until
closing
Reflecting Crossroads' universal appeal was the fact
that many people from the neighborhood's nongay community
came to join in the fun.
This is the first time McKinney has been in the bar
business, having run other gay businesses in past years.
His aim is to have "a quiet, talk-bar. A place where
people can sit down and enjoy themselves withcut going
hard of hearing. While I recognize the need for places full
of loud music, I also know that people like a change of
pace," he states.
The atmosphere at Crossroads is cordial, clean, and
bright without being brash. The attentive staff is well
trained to keep tables and standup bar areas dry and clear
of empty glasses. Ventilation, even on a crowded night, is
excellent thanks to good air conditioning, high ceilings and
ceiling fans Large round tables with bentwood captain's
chairs in the dining area are conducive to relaaation and
create an easygoing, non-threatening atmosphere
The dining area also contains a small raised
parquet dancefloor edged in soft white lights. It i£ here
that designer/operator John Pawlowski has installed his
latest sound system creation It is characterized by his
ever present desire for low distortion, deep-throated bass
and inner voice musical definition The music is varied,
and one can even dance to big band numbers if he or she
so desires.
On the food and drink side of things, Crossroads
features a Friday fishfry, Saturday night dinners and
"Sunday Madness." (This one you have to experience for
yourself!) Also featured are a Sunday Champagne Brunch
starting at noon, a half price cocktail hour Monday through
Saturday from 4 PM to 7 PM and Tuesday night
Two-for-One from 9 PM to closing. "Rusty, Scotty and all
the gang" invite you to stop in for a few the next time
you're out and about downtown.
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Allen Restaurant
16 ALLEN STREET —"X 881 " °586Allen Restaurant i©
16 ALLEN STREET BiM'IT - 1^!"... _ . . a 11 AM-8 PMAllen Restaurant fmf^lw-"-1 fri. ham-iopm
16 ALLEN STREET SAT' 6 PM ." 10 PMAllen Restaurant v^-*M«!Ln ..*•￿ • »T» "^wßoil4~3*/Sk Kitchen closes 15 minutes16 ALLEN STREET J "'lEvJ~Td''flß| prior to clos.ng"
Crossroads
SundayMadness
all drinks 1/2 price 12to7pm
serving acompl imentary
buffet
Tuesday
all drink j2foil 9pm-4am
DINNERS I SUNDAY
served friday champagneand Saturday brunch
6pm to 9pm served from
12-4pm53.75
CocktailHour
mon.-sat. 4pm to 7pmall drinks half price
881-9803 563 Delaware Aye.
Gay Supporters
Deserve Support!
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COMMUNITY CALEND4E
JUNE 1983
SUN. MON. TUES. I WED. |THURS.|FRI. | SAT.
EVERY SUNDAY i J O A
Dignity Prayer group -100 #
M.C.C. Worship AN EVENING WITH P ——1Service, 6:30 pm, UA VIRGINIA APUZZO mrvov Ttift>cr,avI -,n N -. *: EVERY THbRSDAY:j miss buffalo cruiser-"^™~"mmm■"""■■■■•^β*■■»■■ Director
speaks to Buffalo, MCC Bible Rap, 8". n Pm - departingfollowed by wine & -. nr __ from the Naval andcheese reception ' 8t GLCC Servicemen's ParkU. U. C . v ■'
5 SERVICE OF K\ f Q Q H H| HLIBERATION \J f O | U II
Worship service
sponsored by M.C.C. AN EVENING
and Dignity, ? ,30 pm WORKSHOP workshop WITH CAY POETSUnitarian Church of ? ATnr, „ M WORKSHOP WORKSHOPAraherst (call 689- The A^DS Epidemiol . Readings and discus-oe9O iLUr ,4;. KsriL, SaT*4, ssri^iVsh.^7-9 pm, N.P.L fied and Catholic 7»00 pm, GLCC
7.00 n» rirr Bso ° pra, followed *>VGLCC General mtg., ' oo Pm- GLCC . informal reception.Mattachine mtg. 7 pm at GLCC IT.D-.C-.7,50 at v -"- c ALESKTOWN' ART FESTIVAL12 13 14 15 16 17 18
WORKSHOP
"Themes in Women's __'!,_,_„_
GPF PICNIC WORKSHOP Music as They Speak RELATIVES AND WORKSHOP WOMEN'S DANCE
to Women" presented FRIENDS CF GAYSChestnut Ridge Park, "Issues in Gay Paren- by EMMA (women only) .'_. $■ . "Homosexuality and sponsored by the Mnmon'o cnir,m QviShelter #3? ting and Donor Insem- _ „ nTnn A Flrst Anniversary The Bible" by W.C.C. Women's Dance Rota- mu eil ° U"""fciinoon till park closes ina^o"" by CARASA 7.00 pm, GLCC Celebration tion (women only) Solstice Re-at dusk, bring your 7-9 pm, N.P.L. ?:00-BOopm, C.F.S. V ' ' ' $2 admission treat (seeown food. $1 donation Gay Professionals 9 pm - 1 am. U.U.C _ A \ >mtg. § ■ page lu-j
19 20 21 22 ~2Z M ' , 25
I £yE WEDNESDAY a J EVERY FRIDAY»
Dignity Worship . . GLCC CoffeehouseService. 3pm r I ;!' afr'H 7 at GLCC4 Business mtg # } 8:30 pm t C.H.
Gay A.A. mtg.
GLCC General mtg.. JBQO pmat A.g. 1
7 pm at GLCC
Mattachine mtg. trow mtj? 7-10700 at U.U.C. G; R- °- w- te-' f 'W~26~ ~21 "28 30 1 ~2~~
Gay Professionals FIFTH FREEDOM Staff n Evening
tutg. c mtg., 7«30 at GLee of Gay Films
7-9 pm, NPL
(see page 7)
Abbreviations have been used in the calendar for the following locations:
A.Ss Ascension Church, l6Linwood Aye U.U.Cs Unitarian Church Elmwood Aye at W.Ferry
C.F.S: Child and Family Services, 330 Delaware W.S.C: Women's Studies College, 108 Winspear Aye
Aye (entrance off Tracy St, ring bell) N.P.L: Niagara Porter Library, downstairs meet*
C.H: Columbus Hospital, 300 Niagara St, 2nd ing room, corner Niagara St & Porter Aye
floor Board Room # contact 87i-i139 for location
GLCC: Gay and Lesbian Community Center, 97 @ contact Tom Hammond for time and location at
Rhode Island St, off Niagara St (days) or 885-0267 (evenings)
U.A: Unitarian Church of Amherst, 6320 Main St.
Schedule Changes Due To
Gay Pride Fest
GLCC COFFEEHOUSES: cancelled on June 3 and June
10 only.
GROW: meeting cancelled on June 10; will resume
meeting on June 24.
DIGNITY/BUFFALO: Regular worship service and
potluck dinner cancelled on Sunday, June 5, due to
GPF Service of Liberation at 3:30 PM, Unitarian
Church of Amherst.
METROPOLITAN COMMUNTIY CHURCH OF BUFFALO:
Regular evening worship service for Sunday, June 5,
replaced by GPF Service of Liberation at 3:30 PM.
Get Set For The Gay Pride Picnic
Buffalo's annual Gay Pride Picnic is always
one of the year's highlights. It will once again be
held at Chestnut Ridge Park, shelter 37, on Sunday,
June 12 from noon till dusk.
The GPF Coalition will be providing a keg
of draft beer for sale at SO cents per glass, along
with ice-tea and lemonade at no charge, ice and
charcoal. Picnic goers should bring their own food,
and will be asked for a donation of $1 each to help
defray expenses.
Sheltered picnic tables, restroom facilities,
slides and swings and a large, secluded clearing,
surrounded by forest are included at the picnic
site. Both softball and volleyball games will be
organized, and this year's picnic will also feature
games of skill and daring, such as a water balloon
toss, three—legged race and others.
Directions to Chestnut Ridge Park from
Buffalo: take the NYS Thruway (90 West) to Rt 219
toward Orchard Park and Springville. Get off at the
Armor- Duells Rd. exit and follow the signs to the
park, which will direct you to follow and turn right
on Rt 240. Go past the first park entrance and
proceed to the main entrance, turning right into the
park. From there you can follow hand—posted signs
directing you to the GPF picnic.
Self Esteem
From time to time roost people feel the effects of
nervousness and stress in their lives, and for most people,
this passes and is forgotten. But for some people stress,
nervous symptoms, thoughts of anger and fear are felt
daily. Some of the common physical and mental symptoms
may include depression, fatigue, heart palpitations,
shortness of breath, sweats, tremors and behaviors such as
obsessions, compulsions, strange thoughts, strange physical
sensations, fear of being alone, fear of being with people,
fear of journeys, fear of failure and the fear of making
mistakes.
Being gay certainly does not cause one to have a
nervous problem, but there are gay men and lesbians who
have nervous or emotional difficulties, and may find it
especially difficult to cope with daily life and social
pressures both outside and within the gay community.
Hopefully, to help meet the needs of these men and
women within the gay community, a self-help group is being
formed where people can come together to talk about and
learn self-help techniques in dealing with nervous
problems. The weekly meeting, which will use the name
SELF-ESTEEM, will be a place of group support for people
with similar problems — a place to talk with others whowill understand.
Books and' literature which emphasize
self-acceptance and self-esteem or self-love will be used
as learning guides. Group discussions will strive to be
positive and supportive without giving direct advice or
counseling. The aim will be for group members to
eventually learn to accept, know and like themselves as
they are, without fear and self-doubts
People interested in the group may obtain more
information by calling 823-0537 or the Cay and Lesbian
Community Center at 886-1274.
An Evening Of Gay\Films June 30
Gay Fights for Older Women (GROW) is sponsoring
an evening of gay films on Thursday, June 30, 7-9 PM at
the Niagara Porter Library downstairs meeting room
The films shown will include PINK TRIANGLES and A
COMEDY IN SIX UNNATURAL ACTS.
PINK TRIANGLES is a documentary study of
prejudice against lesbians and gay men. It examines both
historical and contemporary patterns of persecution,
including the naxi imprisonment of homosexuals, who wore
the pink triangle insignia, in the German concentration
camps of the 1930s and '40s. Also included in the film is
historical material from the McCarthy hearings of the early
'50s, stories of individual men and women whose lives
reflect the struggle against homophobia, and discussions
with mental health and health care providers who are
struggling in today's world to change institutional biases
against lesbians and gay men.
PINK TRIANGLES was produced by a group of nine
people, gay and straight, including health workers,
teachers, social workers, mental health workers and
filmmakers. It was the winner of the Best Documentary at
the Sixth San Francisco International Lesbian and Gay Film
* On a lighter note, A COMEDY IN SIX UNNATURAL
ACTS is a humorous satire on the stereotyped images of
lesbians, including the "child molester," the stompin" dyke
and the "wallflower." Each scene is also a take-off on a
different genre of Hollywood film, the source of many of
the stereotypes. Released in 1978 and directed by Jan
Oxenberg, this film has been shown at several international
film festivals, receiving numerous "rave reviews."
This "Evening of Gay Films" is open to the public
and free of admission (although donations will be accepted
to help defray rental costs). Refreshments will be available
before the film showings and during intermission. The films
are of interest to both men and women, gay and straight,
and everyone is welcome to attend. GROW hopes to sponsor
further film showings, with the next one planned for early
fall.
Gay Fathers Group Forming
Gay Fathers of Buffalo is now forming in order to
provide support, education, social relations and friendships
for gay fathers.
With the primary goal of providing support for men
who are fathers as well as gay, including those in the
process of coming out or still in the closet, Gay Fathers
of Buffalo will aim to foster a group that offers stability,
encouragement, sympathy and help in a discreet and
personal manner. The purposes and functions of the Gay
Fathers organization include: self education and public
education concerning the needs of gay fathers; and being a
stable, purposeful and responsible group of people
dedicated to their gay existence and to their children.
Gay Fathers of Buffalo will become a member of the
Gay Fathers Coalition, a nationwide network centered inWashington DC, in order to learn from the experiences andsuccesses of others. The Gay Fathers Coalition Statement of
Purpose declares that.
We are a group of fathers who are gay Our
experiences have been varied and we are united in
our determination to integrate these two aspects of
our lives In the past our roles as fathers and gay
men have been viewed as incompatible, both by
society at large and all too often, by ourselves as
well. We believe, on the contrary that gay men can
love and nourish children and provide a safe
environment in which girls and boys can mature into
loving and productive men and women
We have founded this organization to help
ourselves and others in similiar situations to
continue to grow and develop tin ways which draw. upon the rich experiences of both aspects of our
lives. We intend to do this by forming mutually
supportive groups for building a positive self-image
and for creative problem solving, by locating ether
gay men who are fathers or are contemplating
fatherhood and may be struggling alone, and by
educating professionals and the general public both
to our special strengths and our special concerns.
Membership is open to all gay fathers, and meetings
will be held primarily in the homes of members. The first
meeting will be held on Monday, June 13 at 7:30 pm. For
information and location call the Gay and Lesbian Community
Center at: 88G-1274.
One final message from Gay Fathers of Buffalo: YOU
ARE NOT ALONE - others have gone this way before andfound release in self-acceptance and greater honesty with
GAY FATHERS PRESENTATION JUNE 27
The June 27 meeting of Gay Professionals will
feature a presentation by members of this newly forming
organization Contact the Gay and Lesbian Community Center
for time and location, or call Tom Hammond at 842-2750
(days) or 635-0267 (evenings).
Camping Trip Set for August
A "Get-Away Weekend" of camping and fun
is being planned for August 26-28. The camping
trip is being sponsored by Vomanspace and the Gay
and Lesbian Community Center, and will be held on
612 acres of land near Franklinville, New York. The
site includes lodges, modern rest room facilities and
electricity as well as l*ots of space for tents.
Workshops will be held on Saturday, and various
other activities will take place throughout the
weekend. Tickets are only $12, which includes two
meals each day on Saturday and Sunday, or $15
including transportation via chartered buses. For
more information call the CLCC fct 886-1274 or Chris
at 852-7816,
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Tasteful and distinctive
T-shirts and sweatshirts are
now available, in limited quan
C*Lri tity, featuring the Gay andLesbian Community Center logo._ y Krlffimß T-shirts are $7, available
fm± ] JniSn -\\ m n laven(^er » black, turquoise
A I \\\ Sweatshirts are $12, withC &T\\&X \lla choice of lavender, black or11161
(500 discount for GLCC members)
On sale at EMMA, Marakesh,
the GPF Picnic and the Women's
Dance, but GOING FASTI!
Tom Stoddard, author of the recently updated
book, Rights of Gay People, will tie speaking in
Buffalo on Thursday, July 7, 7:00 pm at the Nia-
gara Porter Library. Mr. Stoddard is also the
New York State Legislative Director for the Am-
erican Civil Liberties Union. His visit is be-
ing co-sponsored by the GLCC and the ACLU.
The Aural Column
by Joe So hu de r II
Going Out Is Getting Better
Welcome to the Aural Column and this month's Gay
Pride Edition. As the Western New York Gay Community
once again commemorates the anniversary of the 1969
Stonewall Riots, I also celebrate an anniversary. That of
my association with the FIFTH FREEDOM.
My reason for this undertaking was to address
audio issues from a gay standpoint — a standpoint which Ibelieve is one of the most fertile in the so-called Creative
Minority. We gays consume goods and services in some
different concentrations than society as a whole.
In our consumer habits I think we practice the
concept of MATTACHINE to a greater extent than even we
would perceive at first glance Namely turning the object
(whatever it may be, from politics to music to love
relationships) around into different lights and re-examining
it from new, different and certainly valid perspectives.
As I begin my third year with this paper and the
enterprise of developing Gay Consciousness, Political Clout
and Economic Power in the Western New York area, I am
ever more committed to those Mattachine concepts of
freshness and the development of a cogent alternative
lifestyle philosophy.
In keeping with this renewal idea, I thought I
would show you how the Gay Clubs in Buffalo have been
doing spring cleaning and sprucing. There is hardly a one
that hasn't done something new to upgrade its atmosphere
and serve our needs when we are out and about. There is
no way I can touch each topic or change, and I hope all
concerned will cut mc a little slack if I misquote or miss a
point or two.
Of course the final option is yours to make as a
consumer So go taste, feel, smell and see.
CITY LIGHTS
A major expense has been incurred in lighting and
acoustic treatment. All new electronics have been installed
in the sound booth, the result being fewer hairpin turns
between the discs and your ears. The sound is cleaner,
more controlled — thanks to the judicious use of carpetingin the dance floor area AND in the bar area. Crisp! I'm
looking forward to an in depth analysis of this humongous
sound system in a future issue of the FIFTH FREEDOM.
The lights of which I speak are the hang-it
on-the-wall type. You've seen them: the neon scultures
John and Wally have put-up in the bar area. These neons
add to the cruisy ambience of this famous cruise/dance
palace in Euffalo
The downstairs bar has also gotten a facelift,
sporting refinished pine backbar, new Tiffany lighting and
better facilities for the male go-go dancers
Cap all this off with the new City Lights YIP Card
(details elsewhere in this issue) and you can easily see
that "The Light*" is on the grow. (Now isn't THAT
int eresting?)
CROSSROADS
Buffalo's newest bar. And a weekend restaurant
too. Owner Rusty's idea is to run a quieter type place.
An alternative to escape from the noise and press of more
hectic clubs. And a place from which to launch anew thatexcursion to find excitement in the night. See our article
on its grand opening in this issue.
DOMINIQUES
Open under new management, they say. Don's
famous jukebox still represents the state of the art in disc
cleanliness. Also, specials occur every night at Happy
Hour. The one thing that hasn't changed is its lounge type
atmosphere which makes conversations of a more intense
nature possible.
M. C. COMPTON'S
Recent audio equipment abuse has caused the sound
system to be a bit less than what it was when I reviewed it
last fall. Sherrill has since taken mc on an ear's tour,
pointing out the new power amplifiers, added image
enhancer and lots of replacement high frequency drivers.
By the time Gay Pride Fest is underway, the DJ's will have
completed their course of instruction in music presentation
and lightboard operation which will restore the festive
atmosphere which has been Compton's hallmark since it
opened nearly two years ago.
Add their sportsmindedness, their Thursday evening
live piano (on Marion Healy's old instrument from Murphy's
Omega!), and their suitable for framing monthly calendars
highlighting all the special events, and you have an idea of
M. C. Compton's commitment to the functions of this
community.
Incidentally, the addition of Todd to their DJ staff
has been a boon. So if you've heard that Compton's is
strictly a women's bar, put aside your preconceived notions— this is Gay Pride Fest! Let's get away from some ofthis prejudice crap.
THE VILLA CAPRI
There have been a lot of rumors flying around that
the Villa is in trouble because of heavy competition. But
as far as I am concerned this landmark stands on Hallowed
Ground.
Owner Joe C's been in business for thirty years.
And the staff consisting of Art, Bob, Dale, Joey, Mark,
Wade and others has been putting a lot of time and effort
into improvements. They tell mc that the dance floor is to
be expanded, the sound booth is to be moved, new drivers
are going into the speaker systems. You'll see new paint,
some new plumbing and a generally cleaner atmosphere.
Of prinicipal interest to the aural gourmet is the
advent of new music. Several conversations and listening
sessions with DJ's Bob and Mark have proved some of the
most interesting I've had in this business. If your tastes
also run to New Wave and the humor exhibited by Dr.
Demento, you no longer need to habituate straight clubs
exclusively.
The Villa staff tells mc some changes will take
time. Anything worth doing well does. While theiratmosphere is currently "Men-At-Work," it continues to be
a friendly, casual, cordial and pleasant one.
So is the Villa Capri in its death throes? Let mc
say this about that. I have always had fun times there, no
matter who I bring in or meet. Laughter and camaraderie
come easily and go naturally hand in hand. Like I said:
Hallowed Ground.
There you have it. Spring cleaning. The
beginning of Summer. The beginning of Gay Pride Fest.
Have a ball. Have several. Until next time remember —Aurals clean, Columns standing.
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Roman Sauna
109 North St.
454-1074
Rochester, N.Y.
Open
24Hrs.
Hair ThatLooks and Feels
Like Your Very Owns
j» A Reality
WL From High Technology
M ■ Comb it. Brush it. Wash it. Wear it theway you would your own hair. It fits andW B matches so perfectly, who's to know it
1 ef isn * more of your own lts m icro-thintransparent base is sheersecond skin,fefc* and which ever way you part it the hair
*jfl£fc /1 is as if actua"y growing from the scalp.r»,4m ' Inspect this advanced non-surgicalWγ , method of hair replacement today. Call( \ for a no-obligation appointment in aSk relaxing studio where your privacy is of3SIJI« * first importance. Ask for Joseph.jdmwii obi, ■.
'SI NEW
VADIfSm ** fVnIV
/ \tt Williamsville, N.Y
SELections
by Samuel E. Loliger
// This Is Normal, I Don't Like It
Let us give our imaginations free rein for a few
minutes as we get set to enjoy Gay Pride Fest '83.
Consider the following succession of headlines in a
hypothetical local newspaper: "Gay Community to Observe
Annual Pride Fest;" "Gays and Lesbians Schedule Downtown
Rally;" "Candlelight Rally Creates Sparks in Downtown
Area;" "Quiet Celebration Turns Ugly with Numerous Arrests
Made During Night;" "Homosexual Rioters Calmed and
Community Back to Normal."
As a teaching sociologist I must work with my
students on the concept of what is normal in society. I
find I am most comfortable dealing with the concept in the
classical sense of considering that which occurs regularly
in society as being normal. Neither majorities and
minorities, nor moral judgments of "good" and "bad" have a
place in conclusions to be drawn from such a definition.
Thus "Father" Durkheim could state "suicide is normal," his
reference being the phenomenon of suicide, rather than a
comment about the mental state of the person who got to
the point of personal destruction.
So what would "normal" mean in the hypothetical
headline above? What are the conditions the mythical
community would have returned to? What would some of the
features characterized as "everything's okay... business as
usual... nothing has changed, it's all like it was before
things got messy"?
Moving now from a make-believe situation to real
life, I want to make a few SELected observations of current
gay history in the making. They indicate just how far we
really have to go personally and collectively toward the
goal of Gay Liberation and daily feelings of gay pride.
Trying to reach official Buffalo and Erie County in
the persons of Messrs. Cunningham and Arcara is proving to
be very difficult. My intention is to interview one or both
about their official responses to the February New York
State Court of Appeals action in regards to the loitering
statute. I will not interview them for the FIFTH FREEDOM
without their knowing what kind of publication will be
printing their comments. Why open ourselves to
unnecessary criticism? Meanwhile, the stumbling block is
there as it has been for some time. They talk about the
gay community but apparently do not want to talk about it
with gay and lesbian people themselves. Thus their (lack
of) response is NORMAL.
Two important bodies have recently rejected making
pro-gay moves. Both the National Council of Churches and
the New York State Assembly had it within their grasp to
take positive strides toward equality for all. The NCC
chose not to admit yet the Metropolitan Community Church
into its membership in spite of the MCC's having met all
requirements over a year ago. And the State Assembly
decided against including "sexual orientation" as a feature
of this state's Civil Rights Law which itemizes qualities
upon which discrimination cannot be based. So what is
"news" about these two separate legislative events'
Nothing, and that is my point. Both church and state again
acted NORMALLY.
I attended a day-long meeting a few Saturdays ago
and wore one of my gay slogan buttons. A man I had met
earlier in the day suddenly was spouting "Sodom and
Gomorrah stuff" in a question - and -an s wer sessionassociated with a group sitting as a deliberative assembly
Not one to sit idly by and just listen quietly, I asked him
if he realized gays and lesbians were already part of the
group he belongs to. I also pointed out to him the slogan
button on my sport coat lapel. He was not moved in his
attitude (at least not for the time being), and frankly his
hOTin. phobia came as no surprise to mc. Homophobia is
NORMAL.
The A.I.D.S. emergency is regularly being
proclaimed in the press, and NEWSWEEK featured it as the
cover story a few weeks back. Recognizing the problem,
the federal government has allocated 57.9 million for
research I cannot get excited over such a paltry sum. It
is only a small percentage of the cost of the Reagan MX
missile project. And why? Is it because, for much of the
public, A.I.D.S. is still perceived as a gay disease? If so,
are we dealing with a mentality that is similar to the
endings of early gay novels, which had the heroes or
heroines getting what they deserved — separation,accidental death, suicide or natural death? American
history shows that the government has not been on the side
of the powerless very often. So I suppose this chapter is
typical; it is NORMAL
If these conditions I have described are normal, I
guess I don't like normal. If we gays and lesbians are is
powerful as even half our numbers might suggest, we can
make some changes in the name of Gay Pride. We can
change what :s considered normal. But we must begin now!
What better time than during the weeks of Gay Pride, 1533?
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Women's Summer Solstice Retreat
The Second Women's Summer Solstioe
Retreat at Camp Whitman on Seneca Lake occurs
June 17 - 19. Registration begins Friday at 4:00 pnwith a potluok all evening. Saturday workshops and
recreation feature an evening concert with Madeline
Davis and Leah Warniok, from Roohester. The
retreat includes vegetarian meals, camping,
swimming, and boating. Craftswomen are welcome.
Interpreters are available for the hearing impaired,
and the facilities are wheelohair accessible. The
weekend rates: $25 pre —registered, $35 at the gate,
$10 children. Funds to benefit the New Age Land
Community (women buying land for free, safe,
peaceful space to share). Contact NALC, 212 Oxford
St., Rochester, NY 14607, <716> 275-0195.
Villa DJ Reviews U2
t> y Barnsey
A cry against war rang out as three banners of
peace flew near the rear of the stage at the Shea's Buffalo
Theater on Manday, May 16. U2, an Irish Quartet, made its
point for peace not only in the white banners and their
music, but also with security guards who were asked to
leave the crowd alone. "There's never any trouble at a U2
concert," singer Bono Vox stated as he stopped the music
during the band's first encore, requesting that security
guards leave the stage.
A feeling of peace and togetherness generated
throughout Shea's as Bono broke down the barrier between
band and audience. "We're going to make this large hall
seem small," he announced, and that he did. Throwing
himself into the audience while singing, the crowd moved
him about the hall, lifting him above their heads from oneto another, finally setting him back on stage Applause
roared, people danced and a sense of oneness united all.
During the hour long set, the band promoted their
most recent album "War" with familiar cuts such as "New
Year's Day," "Sunday Bloody Sunday" and "Two Hearts Beat
As One." Other familiar hits included "Gloria" from the
"October" album and "I Will Follow" from the "Boy" album.
All in all, U2 put on a tight show, revealing not
only their musical abilities but the personalities behind the
music. What would have probably been a slow and
uneventful Monday evening, turned out to be a great night
with U2.
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GAY DIRECTORY OF BUFFALO PROLIS
INFORMATION A AttKTAhirF "~ CAY PROFESSIONALS <CP): PO Box 73, Niagara UNITED CHURCH COALITION FOR LESBIAN/CAY■™™wnn»vn ■ rAOTWmnVI — Squart station, Buffalo, NY 14202. A social group CONCERNS: Support group for persons committed■ „ „-iw«*« , .... - ~ for fltv mtn *nd 1«« bi*»« «ho Preftr an to lesbian and gay conoerns within ProtestantTHE GAY HOTLINE: (716) 881-5335. Counseling organiiation with a low profile. Nettings held the Church Call 836-7503 for informationhelp with gay life. Information on the gay i„d Tues and 4th Non each month. Contact Tom
community. Staffed by trained volunteers of the Hammond for looation and information; 842-2750 — 'Mattachine Society. Hours Mon-Fri, 7-10 PM, days or 885-0267 evenings. nl-TWnANTweekend hours vary. GAY FIGHTS TOR OLDER WOMEN (GROW): A support „,-.„ „STIUJJANT ,- AIUn fit Bnf#alo TmlGAY & LESBIAN COMMUNITY CENTER: (716) lesbians 28 ytars and older. Meetings S ?5M ■wf- , NY. el.886-1274 on Mon, Wed, Fri, 7-8 PM and Sat, 2-4 htld #vtry other Fri tt women's Studies College,PM. Information about GLCC and gay 108 Winsp#ar Ate contact GLCC for information. =T»cAnswering machine provides info about GLCC and dA*3
records messages at other times. CAY TRAILS: An organiiation that conducts hikes
*— , .■ • •—_____ 1— along the Bruce Trail in Ontario, Canada. Boa CITY LIGHTS, 728 Main St, Buffalo, NY Tel. PUBLICATIONS 1053« MP0 ' st Catherines, Ontario, L2R7A3, or 856-5630.' ~-«r-~ . — ctU (418) 685_6431 otfore BAM weekdays.
THE FIFTH FREEDOM: PC. 80i,155, Ellicott Station, CAY UNm NIACARA <CUN); po „,_ „-, HUqm fl?*^o™*'0™*' 5" D#UwMt A"' *""«*> ™ ™Buffalo, NY 14205, Tel: 881-5335. Falls# Ontario L2E6VS. Canadian Gayorganixation__ for the Niagara Peninsula. DIANE DUFF'S LITTLE CLUB, 750 Main St, Buffalo,
-* QANH?ATIQNS HATTACHINE SOCIETY OF THE NIAGARA DOMINIQUE'S, 20 Allen St, Buffalo, NY. TelFRONTIER, INC.: PO Box 155, Ellicott Station, 886-8694
AFFIRMATION (NY/ONTARIO CHAPTER): c/o Tall Buffalo, NY 14205. For more information call
Pines, 388 Grover Road, East Aurora, NY 14052. 881-5335. An organization for the gay and lesbian M.C.COMPTON'S, 1239 Niagara St, near
Contact Hanford Searl Jr, 652-1193 or Ken community which provides services including the Breckenridge, Buffalo, NY. Tel. 886-8751
Rasmussen. An organisation for Gay Mormons. Gay Hotline and the FIFTH FREEDOM. Meets the
Meets monthly in a social/spiritual environment, Ist and 3rd Sun each month at 7:30 PM, VILLA CAPRI, 926 Main St, Buffalo, NY. Tel.
non-gays and non-Mormons welcome. preceeded by a pot luck dinner at 6:30, at 896-9469.
Unitarian Church, Elmwood Aye at West Ferry St. ! :ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS FOR GAY MEN AND BATHS
LESBIANS: "Open Mind Group of AA"; PO Bos 395, METROPOLITAN COMMUNITY CHURCH OF BUFFALO ~~~ —
Ellicott Station, Buffalo, NY 14205. Meets ever? (MCC): PO Bos 114, E. Amherst, NY 14051. Contact CLUB amhfrst aa Aim-** <;￿ i.h. rci MV t^j
Wed, 8:30 PM, at Columbus Hospital, 300 Niagara Rev. Sherry L. Kennedy at 689-0890. An Jj5_S7h Am erst, NY Tel.St, 2nd floor board room. "Live and Let Live AA interdenominational Christian church offering
Croup"; c/o Ascension Church, 16 Linwood Aye, support, worship and fellowship to the lesbian and Mnur.AM c.mmi ckk M.iti c* n,,**,u wv t«»
Buffalo, NY 14209. Meets every Fri, 8:30 PM at the gay community. Services every Sun, 6:30 PM, at 852-2153
Buffalo, NY. Tel.
church. the Unitarian Church of Amherst, 6320 Main St, ._
Villiamsville. OUT OF TOWN BARSCOUNTRY FRIENDS: PO Box JO6, Clarence Center, > ■
NY 14032. Gay women's social group. Gay women PRESBYTERIANS FOR LESBIAN 6 GAY CONCERNS PT „_ „vc
_ '
Ms -xof all ages u>i>j^9 » in Buiv*r. Una r.rv^r^_Puffai o chapter of this national ELUE BOYS< >' 20 Niagara St, Niagara Falls, NY.suburban areas. Write for dates and times. HMflfl ■fcugrt, education Tel 284-0152.and advoV Hamiliec, &ndDIGNITY/BUFFALO: PO Boa 75, Ellicott Station, all Brmation, call BIG MIKE'S CAFE, 201 Winsor St, Jamestown, NY.
Guffalo, NY 14205. Call 874-4139 for information David McFaM Jp Tel. 483-9267^
(eveninas). An organisation for Gay Catholics; and
Christians. Prayer meeting every Sun at 1:30 PM RAINBOW -TV OFVNY: PO Box 9356, LIZ2Y BORDEN'S, 3412 W. 12th St, Erie, PA. Tel.
Worship services Ist and 3rd Sun of each month, Midtown PlSxa, Rochester, NY 14604. Support <Bi4) 833-4360.
alona with a potluck dinner the Ist Sun and group for gays with hearing impairments and
business meeting the 3rd Sun. friends. Vincent-a, uoi s*.t. st, ***, pa t*j <bi4>
GAY FATHERS OF BUFFALO. For time and place of RELATIVES & FRIENDS OF GAYS: Support group ". ■__r_r __fCTr_BK ~meetings, call the GLCC at 886-1274. for non-gays who have gay or lesbian friends or _____
relatives. For dates, times, locations of meetings
GAY & LESBIAN ALLIANCE (GALA): 111 Talbert Hall, and information, call Tom Hammond, 842-2750 days EMMA, BUFFALO WOMEN'S BOOKSTORE: 168
Amherst Campus, SUNYAB, 14260. Tel. 636-3063. or 885-0267 evenings. Elmwood Aye, near North St. Tel. 885-2285.
Regular activities amd meetings cancelled till fall Lesbian and select gay books and other items
semester. SELF-ESTEEM: A self-help group for women andmen in the gay community who have nervous stress TALKING LEAVES, 3144 Main St, Buffalo, NY Tel.
CAY & LESBIAN COMMUNITY CENTER (GLCC): PO and emotional difficulties. For more information, 837-8554. Gay periodicals, gay novels, books of
Box 1595, Ellicott Station, Buffalo, NY 14205. Tel dates and times of meetings, call 823-0537 or the general interest.
886-1274. Located at 97 Rhode Island St, Buffalo. GLCC at 886-1274. VILLAGE BOOKS AND NEWS, 3102 Delaware Aye,
Meetings held the Ist and 3rd Tues each month, __ I „ eifPßTtn<P *„„„-.*>-- -n-.„D ,iMnß nrv.v> Kenmore, NY. Tel. 877-5027. Large selection ofinformal coffeehouse every Fri 7-10 PM. Everyone TRANSVESTITE SUPPORT GROUP (ANDROGYNY): _ay magaiin€S, paperbacks and tabloids,
welcome Social and support group for gay and non-gaycross dressers. Send a SASE for a personal reply. ■___
GAY LAW STUDENTS ORGANIZATION (GLSO) Room Phone number will get a confidential return call. " Hail fillftfffOff-_!_CS
118, O'Brien Hall, Amherst Campus, SUNYAB, 14260. For information write J. Storm, PO Box 302, ««!# C_PMfffW**--"
Tel 636-2161. Regular meetings cancelled till fall Buffalo, NY 14205 DCS£tV£ CfffnffOCftf
SUBSCRIBE TO
THE STH FREEDOM
If you don't frequent the
various locations where the
FIFTH FREEDOM is available, and
you want to assure yourself of
receiving each and every issue,
you can subscribe to the FIFTH
.FREEDOM for $5 per year (to
cover mailing costs). The paper
is mailed out in a plain, brown
envelope.
- OR — join the MattachineSociety of the Niagara Frontier
•for $10 per year and automatic-
ally get a subscription. You
will also be supporting the
;other work done by Mattachine,| including the Gay Hotline, with
your membership.
Send your check to: M.S.N.F
P.O. Box 155, Ellicott Station,
Buffalo, N.Y. I*l-205
Hfth Freedom WANT APS
$2 for first 15 words, 10-cents each additional word. Send to FIFTH FREEDOM,
P.O. Box 155, EHicott Station, buffalo, New York 14205.
Comfortable room in shared house, The Lambda association of Bodybuilders.
modern bathroom, use of kitchen, TV, For info, write: L.A.8.8., P.O. Box 25,
etc. $30 p.w. 884-1099. Kew Gardens Sta., New York, NY 11415.
Furnished 2 bedroom apartment, bright, If you need products such as leather
modern, $30 week each person includes handcuffs, elbow cuffs, body harnesses,
utilities. References. Security. 884-1099. studded and spiked items, etc, come to
wmmmmmmmmmmmmmmammmmmmmmmmmmmimmmß****** Elnwood Leathers, 1077 Elmwood Aye ,
Piano Tuning & Servicing $25 plus tax. Buffalo, N.Y. 885-4110.
call Sharon, 877-3312. wmmmmmmmmm—^mmmmm^am^—mmmmm^mm^mmm
wmmmmmmmmmmmmmMmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmßMmm National Gay Contact Club — Men andJULY: Gates Circle Area - 3 bedroom Women. Low rates. SASE: Dean., P.O.upper, hardwood floors throughout, Box 26044, San Jose, CA 95159.
couple preferred, no dogs please - rent$200 water included, 1 month security Lesbians interested in forming a support
deposit, after 5:00, 882-5851. group to discuss weight problems, leavewmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmammmmmmmm message for Linda at GLCC, 686-1274.
GAY SEX. This enlightening new book ■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■
shows positions seldom ever considered. HELP WANTED: Piano Player for 2-3
A must to complete your library. Send hours per week. $5.00/hour - cash. Call$4 95 to Quality Pub., Dept 104, Boh 689-0890. '542, Morongo Valley, CA 92256. MHMiB^HHMMMii^^HB^House cleaning, yardwork, reasonable
Dear Benji - Please take mc back. I rates, references available. Call Chrisneed you now more than ever. T'hy'la 852-7816 or Becky 886-4953.
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